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"Although this is originally written in the 70's, you can argue it's relevant today right now more
than ever. Experienced counsel on choosing, growing, and caring for beards includes shaving
methods—accompanied by advice for getting through the awkward growing-in stage with
dignity—and tips on everything from grooming to feeding on and kissing. This witty and
practical guide extols the pleasures and benefits of a well-covered chin, including heightened
attention from females and increased social and professional respect.A great gift for the
bearded and also anyone thinking about adopting the fashionable development, this volume
presents a gallery of designs to greatly help the wearer come across the one best suited to his
face and personality. For both the beardless and bearded it's everything you could require
when asking the question 'Should I grow a beard?'" — Die On SetThe right beard, worn well, is a
tag of virility, distinction, dash, and self-confidence.
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ESSENTIAL for the Beard Putting on Book Lover As the wife of a man with a wonderful beard,
this was essential buy for his Christmas list.. Great gift for wanna be bearded men Old format
from the 70's but nonetheless accurate. Quick read. The publication is small, but superb. Would
recommend!One of my husbands new favorite books! Quick Read An amusing read on the
artwork of the beard. It's created in the 70's therefore the wording is interesting. Four Stars I
liked it, plenty of detail to decide never to grow a beard Four Stars This was an interesting
read. It really is light hearted rather than meant to end up being an exhaustive tomb of
understanding of beards. Very informative. Three Stars informative This is among the best reads
about the growing and care of a beard The pictures may be dated, but the contents will be
relevant - and absolutely hilarious. That is one of the best reads about the developing and
treatment of a beard. I believe it a must-possess for all pogonotrophists! Good tips on how to
treatment trim and develop a beard.. Interesting history behind undesired facial hair and
shaving. Every hairdresser should know! Funny Gift Funny gift for a bf wanting to grow a
groomed beard. or if it was an incident, in which case it's a lot more hilarious. A must have for
beard lovers What a beautiful and keen insite in to the world of the beard. The entire book is
hilarious but full of great information, we're almost not sure if they are purposely trying to end
up being so critical and grandiose about beards.
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